NEPAL , TIBET , BHUTAN
(13 NIGHTS-14 DAYS)

HIGHLIGHTS: PASHUPATINATH TEMPLE | BOUDHANATH TEMPLE |
BHAKTAPUR DURBAR SQUARE | KATHMANDU DURBAR SQUARE |
SWOYAMBHUNATH STUPA | PATAN DURBAR SQUARE | LHASA | POTALA
PALACE | SHIGATSE | GYANTSE | THIMPHU | PARO | TAKTSANG MONASTERY |
GAREWELL DINNER WITH CULTURAL SHOWS
The combination of Nepal tour, Bhutan tour, and Tibet tour will take you to the last
remaining Shangri-La in the world. You will start this tour from the Himalayan destination
of Nepal. This small region in the world map is packed with diverse landscapes, culture, and
people who call it home.
The next stretch of this tour is to the “Roof of the World” Tibet. Tibet tour indeed is once in
a lifetime experience. Pass through sparkling turquoise lakes, across huge plains scattered
with yaks and nomad’s tents as far as the eye can see and over high passes draped with
colorful prayer flags.
The final stretch of this tour is “The Thunder Dragon Kingdom” of Bhutan. Visit various
Dzongs and monasteries in Paro & capital Thimphu. Visit various tourist attractions in the
capital of Thimpu, enjoy the fresh air during your ride to Punakha, visit the largest Punakha
Dzong and the famous Taktsang Monastery "Tiger's Nest". You will then fly back to
Kathmandu and complete this tour. We have many surprises when you are back to
Kathmandu. Don’t miss some of the optional activities in Kathmandu that we have for you.
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DAY 01: ARRIVAL - KATHMANDU (-/-/-)
Arrive in Kathmandu. Meeting and assistance at the airport and transfer to the hotel.
Later, transfer to the hotel.
Overnight at the hotel in Kathmandu
DAY 02: KATHMANDU (BREAKFAST/-/-) (TIBET VISA WORKING DAY)
Morning, sightseeing tour of Pashupatinath temple and Boudhanath Stupa
Pashupatinath is one of the sacred Shiva temples
on the Indian sub-continent. It draws devotees
from all over India, including many colorful Sadhus
(wandering Holy men). It is the largest temple
complex in Nepal. Visiting Pashupatinath begins
and ends a traditional pilgrimage circuit. Lord
Pashupatinath’s supreme holiness stems from
hollowed linga enshrined in the main temple and
its location on the bank of sacred Bagmati River.
Bagmati sanctity makes Pashupatinath Nepal’s most sacred cremation site. After the bodies
are burnt the ashes are thrown into the river, where they are carried down to meet Ganges.
Continue on to Boudhanath Stupa
On the eastern side of Kathmandu is a huge stupa of
Boudhanath. This is the largest stupa in Nepal and
one of the largest in the world. It is the sacred place
for Buddhist pilgrims. Once you enter the stupa
complex it resembles Bharkor street of Tibet with a
considerable population of Tibetans, number of
thriving monasteries and many small shops selling
Tibetan artifacts. Boudhanath is one of the few places in the world where Tibetan culture is
accessible, vibrant and unbound.
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Afternoon, sightseeing tour of Bhaktapur Durbar Square
Bhaktapur also known as ‘Bhadgaon’ is the third
largest town in the valley. The stone embedded
street links a string of temples, monastery,
courtyards and monumental squares. You will
quickly notice how vibrant the town’s cultural life is
with strong communities of potters, woodcarvers
and weavers.
Bhaktapur Durbar Square is much larger and much less crowded then compared to other
two durbar squares. Just upon entering the square you will notice the substitute signs of
four great Indian pilgrimage sites. Most recognizable is the finely carved Bansi Narayan
Mandir of Bishnu.
Overnight at the hotel in Kathmandu
DAY 03: KATHMANDU (BREAKFAST/-/-) (TIBET VISA WORKING DAY)
After breakfast sightseeing tour of Kathmandu Durbar Square and Swoyambhuant
Stupa
It is a place where the city’s Kings were crowned.
Having been built and rebuilt over the generations,
it is now the valley’s number one tourist attractions.
Most of the temples you see here are a mere three
or four centuries old. The entire square was
designated as a World Heritage Monument in 1979.
The Durbar Square is teeming with shrines and
statues. Walk around Kumari Chowk which is a home of “living goddesses”, she comes to
the balcony at the scheduled time to welcome the
guests.
Continue on to Swoyambhunath Stupa
On the top of the hill west of Kathmandu value is
one of the popular and instantly recognizable
symbols of Nepal. It is also referred to as “Monkey
Temple” by many tourists because of the large
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tribes of monkeys that guards the hill. Legends say after the Bodhisattva Manjushri drained
the water from the lake revealing the Kathmandu valley, the lotus one

the island of the lake was transformed into the hillock, and the blazing light from the lotus
became the statue.
Afternoon, tour of Patan Durbar Square
Patan also known as Lalitpur is the second largest
city inside the valley. Patan has a long Buddhist
influence and the four corners of the city are
marked by Stupas said to have been created by
great Buddhist emperor around 250 BC. Durbar
Square forms the heart of Patan. The Durbar
Square is closely packed with temples, and with far
more concentration of architecture then anywhere around the valley.
Overnight at the hotel in Kathmandu
DAY 04: KATHMANDU – LHASA (3656 M) (BREAKFAST/-/-)
After breakfast, transfer to the international airport in Kathmandu and fly to Gongaar
airport. Upon arrival meet by our representative and drive to Lhasa (65 kms/1 hrs
drive). Lhasa is a city and administrative capital of the Tibet Autonomous Region of China.
Rest of the day is free for acclimatization.
Overnight at the hotel in Lhasa.
DAY 05: LHASA (BREAKFAST/-/-)
After breakfast, tour of Potala Palace, Jokhang temple, Sera Monastery and Bharkor
Market
Perched upon Marpo Ri hill, 130 meters above the
Lhasa valley, the Potala Palace rises a further 170
meters and is the greatest monumental structure in
all of Tibet. Early le gends concerning the rocky hill
tell of a sacred cave, considered to be the dwelling
place of the Bodhisattva Chenresi (Avilokiteshvara),
that was used as a meditation retreat by Emperor
Songtsen Gampo in the seventh century AD.
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Jokhang Temple (“House of the Lord”) in Lhasa is
the holiest site in Tibetan Buddhism, attracting
crowds of prostrating Tibetan pilgrims and curious
foreign tourists every year. It hosts the annual Great
Prayer Festival, as well as all ceremonies of
initiation for the Dalai Lama and Panchen Llamas.
Located at the foot of Tatipu Hill in the northern
suburb of Lhasa City, Sera Monastery is one of three
famous monasteries in the city. It is dedicated to the Gelugpa or
Yellow Hat Sect, a branch of Tibetan Buddhism, founded by Tsong Khapa. Jamchen Chojey,
one of Tsong Khapa’s disciples built it in 1419 during
the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).
Continue on to Bharkhor Market. For visitors,
Barkhor Street is a magical place showing the
original outlook of Lhasa. It was paved by handpolished stone boards. Though it is not broad, it
accommodates thousands of tourists every day.
Varied shops stand on its both sides and thousands
of floating stands are on every corner. Most of them offer the prayer wheels, long-sleeve
‘chuba’ (the Tibetan people’s traditional clothes), Tibetan knives and some religious
articles for sale.
Overnight at the hotel in Lhasa
DAY 06: LHASA - SHIGATSE (BREAKFAST/-/-)
After breakfast, drive to Shigatse
Shigatse is a prosperous Buddhism city with
numerous Tibetan monasteries combined with
natural scenic spots. You will experience the rich
Tibetan Buddhism during your visit to Shigatse.
Cultural relics, especially the monasteries, with
their mystery and rich holy color will tell you the
history of this place and shows you the status of
Buddhism in people’s lives.Visit Tashilumpho
Monastery
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Tashilhunpo Monastery as one of the six Gelug monasteries is the seat of successive
Panchen Lamas. Founded by the First Dalai Lama in 1447, it is an important monastery in
Tibetan history and culture. Located at the foot of Drolmari, western side of Shigatse, the
second largest city in Tibet, it means "all fortune and happiness gathered here" or "heap of
glory" in Tibetan. Covering an area of nearly 150,000 square meters, the monastery is the
largest temple in Shigatse, which has about 57 halls and 3600 rooms.
Overnight at the hotel in Shigatse
DAY 07: SHIGATSE – GYANTSE – LHASA (BREAKFAST/-/-)
Drive back to Lhasa via Gyantse
En route visit Pelkor Chode Monastery with Gyantse Kumbum, Karola Glacier, Yamdroktso
Lake
ocated 100 km east of Shigatse, Pelkor Chode
Monastery is a monastery with the characteristics
of Han, Tibetan and Nepali architecture. It enjoys a
high status in Tibet Buddhism history because it
houses three sects - Sakyapa, Kadampa and Gelugpa
together. According to Tibetan calendar, Saka Dawa
Festival will be held on April 15th to commemorate
Sakyamuni, the founder of Buddhism. During the
festival, about 500 Lamas chant sutras and the loyal pilgrims gather in the monastery to
commemorate Sakyamuni.
Later, visit Yamdroktso Lake
Yamdroktso Lake is located at the Nangartse County
of Shannan Prefecture, some 110 km to the
southwest of Lhasa. It is 1 of 3 Holy Lakes in Tibet
(the other 2 are Namtso Lake and Lake
Manasarovar). The lake is 130 km long from east to
west and 70 km broad from north to south. The lake
bank is 250 km long and its surface is 638 square
km.
Standing at an elevation of 4,441 meters above sea level, the lake’s average depth is 20 to
40 meters, with the deepest point at 60 meters. Is is the largest inland lake on the northern
range of the Himalayas. Supplied with melted ice, the lake has a low level of salinity. In the
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Tibetan language, “Yamdroktso” is an ancient name meaning “upper pasture”, comparing
the lake water to jadeite.
Overnight at the hotel in Lhasa
DAY 08: LHASA – KATHMANDU (BREAKFAST/-/-)
After breakfast, drive back to the airport and fly back to Kathmandu upon arrival in
Kathmandu, transfer to the hotel. The rest of the day is free to relax.
Overnight at the hotel in Kathmandu
DAY 09: KATHMANDU – PARO- THIMPU (2,350M) (BREAKFAST/LUNCH/DINNER)
Morning, transfer to the airport in Kathmandu and fly to Paro
Morning, fly to Paro . Upon arrival in Paro you will be met at Paro by our representative.
After lunch, drive to Thimpu and visit National Memorial Chorten. Evening rest at the
hotel/or stroll around the Lhasa city.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Thimpu.
DAY 10: THIMPU (BREAKFAST/LUNCH/DINNER)
After breakfast, visit Buddha Point in Thimpu. The
huge 51m-tall steel statue of Buddha Dordenma
commands the entry to the Thimphu valley.
Visit Takin Zoo in Thimpu, located in the Motithang
district of Thimphu, is a wildlife reserve area for the
Takin, the national animal of Bhutan.
Native to Bhutan, India, and China, the Takin are
docile creatures whose unique appearance attract
special attention. Local legends attribute the
creation of these animals in Bhutan by a 15th
century saint name Drukpa Kunley, popularly
known as the Divine Madman.
Afternoon, Later visit Changzangkha Lakhang,
apopular temple, perched like a fortress on a ridge
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above central Thimphu, hums with pilgrim activity.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Thimpu.
DAY 114: THIMPU – PARO (BREAKFAST/LUNCH/DINNER)
Drive back to Paro
Visit Wangdue Dzong Ruins from outside.
The Wangdue Phodrang dzong was founded by the Zhabdrung in 1638 atop a high ridge
between the Punak Tsang Chhu and the Dang Chhu, clearly chosen for its commanding view
of the valleys below. Wangdi is important in the history of Bhutan because in the early days
it was the country's second capital. Sadly the dzong caught fire on 24 June 2012 and was
virtually destroyed save for the lower walls. The mammoth task of rebuilding is expected to
continue until 2021.
Evening, visit Kyichu Lakhang
A short drive from Paro is Kyichu Lhakhang, one of
Bhutan's oldest and most beautiful temples. The
temple is popularly believed to have been built in

659 by King Songtsen Gampo of Tibet, to pin down
the left foot of a giant ogress who was thwarting the
establishment of Buddhism into Tibet. Additional buildings and a golden roof were
constructed in 1839 by the penlop (governor) of Paro and the 25th Je Khenpo. Elderly
pilgrims constantly walk around the temple spinning its many prayer wheels.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Paro
DAY 12: PARO (BREAKFAST/LUNCH/DINNER)
After breakfast, visit Taktsang Monastery
Taktsang Palphug Monastery more famous as Paro
Taktsang is a Buddhist temple complex which clings
to a cliff, 3120 meters above the sea level on the side
of the upper Paro valley, Bhutan. Mountainous Paro
valley is the heart of Bhutan;
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here the only international airport of the country is located. The Taktsang Palphug
Monastery is one of the most famous touristic
destinations of the country and the cultural icon of
Bhutan.
Later, visit Dryugyul ruins
Near the end of the paved road, 14km from Paro,
stand the ruins of Drukgyel Dzong. This dzong was
built in 1649 by Zhabdrung Ngawang Namgyal in a
location chosen for its control of the route to Tibet. The dzong was named Druk (Bhutan)
gyel (victory) to commemorate the victory of Bhutan over Tibetan invaders in 1644.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Paro
DAY 13: PARO – KATHMANDU (BREAKFAST/-/FAREWELL DINNER)
After breakfast, transfer to the airport and fly back to Kathmandu. Upon arrival in
Kathmandu transfer toi the hotel. Rest of the day is free.
Evening, transfer to an authentic Nepali restaurant for authentic Nepali dinner with
cultural shows
is is one of the wonderful experiences to taste
typical Nepali food which we call “Dal Baht” with
lentils. You will be surprised with the variety of
Nepalese dishes that will keep on coming. The
server with a gentle smile in their face will name
you every item in Nepali as well as in English
language before serving you. Along with the food
you will be kept entertained with typical Nepali folk shows. You will get a chance to see the
dance performance of different ethnic groups of Nepal in theirs unique cultural uniform.
Overnight at the hotel in Kathmandu
DAY 14: KATHMANDU – DEPARTURE (BREAKFAST/-/-)
Free till deoarture. Transfer to the airporet in time to connect your onward flight
<<END OF PROGRAM>>
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